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As the boundaries between the various parts of our 
working lives blur, so too do those that once existed 
between the various workplace disciplines. 

Insight, IN Magazine and the IN Conversation 
podcast have been created to explore the most 
essential issues for anybody with an interest in work 
and workplaces. 

With contributions from practitioners as well as 
suppliers and industry bodies, we offer a platform for
the most exciting and well-informed voices on the 
subjects of people, places and technology. 

Thousands of unique users read the website and 
magazine each day, offering you the chance to  
reach out to a unique audience of decision makers  
and influencers.
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The ever-changing nature of work means that a 
growing number of professionals from a wide range 
of disciplines are involved in decisions about offices, 
technology and working culture. 

Those decisons not only drive organisational 
success, they also define people’s experience of work. 
The two go hand in hand.  

And because the workplace sits at the intersection 
of people, place and technology, Insight and IN 
Magazine have always been at the forefront of this 
progressive approach. 

n •A NEW FEUDALISM?

•MASKING THE PROBLEM

•NATIONAL COVID RESPONSES

•ATHENIAN DESIGN BLOOMS
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89,116   
average monthly unique visitors

197,023   
monthly page views

41   
median age of readers

64%   
occupiers inc HR, FM, IT and RE managers

17,874   
confirmed weekly newsletter subscribers

47,856   
IN Readership

18% 
 

specifiers inc architects and designers

51% female readership

49% male readership
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workplaceinsight.net

con t ri b u t e
We welcome contributions that comply with  
our strict editorial guidelines.

advert ise

Hyperlinked sidebars:  £470 per week

Hyperlinked top banner:  £500 per week

Ads run on all pages and include hyperlinks and
unlimited changes to mirror product launches,
campaigns etc.

sponsor

Editorial promotion:  £250 per feature

Newsletter banner:  £350 per week

Podcast: £9,000 per season

Featured pages: On request

Briefings:  £3,500 including  
 permanent hosting,   
 ideas development,   
 copywriting and layout

mechanical data
 
We accept the following ad formats:

•gif  •jpg  •html  •png

Dimensions:
Sidebars:  265 px wide by up to 600px high
Banners:  600 px wide by 120 px high

Please supply a URL for linking ads and to allow
us to provide readership data.

Contributions should be supplied in a Word
format, typically are around 800 to 1,000 words
in length and should include where possible
an image and author details including a  
recent picture.
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IN Magazine 

Please supply as a high resolution, print-ready PDF, 
in CMYK, uncoated profile with a printed colour 
proof.

Single page: £1,750
Trim size: W 210 mm x H 275 mm
Bleed:  W 216 mm x H 281 mm

Double page spread: £2,500
Trim:   W 420 mm x H 275 mm 
Bleed:  W 426 mm x H 281 mm

Please send all artwork and production enquiries to 
enquiries@workplaceinsight.net

i n conversat ion pod cast

A new opportunity to join the ongoing and 
developing debate about work and workplaces.  
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If you’ve got nothing better to do, and that might be a frequent occurrence 
right now, it can be instructive to while away a few minutes playing with 
Google Trends. Not only can this help you gauge how public conversations are 
going, it can also act as a guide if you want to avoid clichés (like a hole in the 
head) when taking part in those conversations. 

Of course, the avoidance of cliché is not the virtue it was, especially if you need 
to bow to the tyranny of Google and social media for your job. It doesn’t really 
matter what I think about the phrase New Normal - and I’ll come back to that 
– if it gets you ranking and when you see how its usage spiked in May of this 
year worldwide. 

Yet as recently as March, its use was still a comparative rarity. By July it 
appeared to have burned out, to an extent. Perhaps even many of those people 
still using it had taken to using it ironically.  

There may be other dynamics at play. It was co-opted by advertisers and the 
previously hidden army of workplace experts, so maybe it burnt out naturally. 
Maybe the yearning for permanent remote work abated. Maybe it also became 
apparent that there wasn’t an old normal for the new normal to replace anyway. 

This is all a good thing. The very idea of normal lays a dead hand on 
conversations. So, maybe we’re also acknowledging that the outcome of this 
year for the workplace will be an extension of choice. In which case, we are not 
in a new normal, but have just arrived somewhere sooner than we might have 
expected. And that means new opportunities.
      
Mark Eltringham
Publisher, IN magazine

Editorial 
— Travel in hope

Visit our London HQ & Showroom 
New Fetter Place, 8-10 New Fetter Lane, London EC4A 1AZ   |  T: 020 7404 7441 
E: workplace@kieurope.com  |  W: www.kieurope.com

INTRODUCING 
800 SERIES MODULAR SHELVING

A radical evolution of KI’s 800 Series steel storage.

Reinvent and update existing storage, or use it to create beautiful new office layouts. 
The system’s elegant aesthetic belies its unprecedented versatility, scalability and 
retrofitability. Offering outstanding value, it can be freestanding or integrated with 
storage units in a variety of dimensions, functions and styles.

INTERVIEW 0908

Life on 
the 

edge

Sandra Gritti of 
EDGE on why 
creating the best 
office building in 
the world was never 
going to be enough

 
WORDS – MARK ELTRINGHAM
IMAGES - EDGE TECHNOLOGIES  

Left 
Edge Olympic 
Amsterdam is 
designed to raise the 
bar for building design 
yet again
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Mind                
mapping
How we orientate 
ourselves in a 
space can have 
profound effects on 
our thoughts and 
behaviour

Do you know where you are? Have a 
think for a moment. Look around. Ask 
yourself: how did I get here and if I know, 
could I give someone directions to come 
and find me? 

Now think again. How often do you 
go out for a walk in the countryside and 
explore? What happens? Do you have a 
decent sense of direction? How would you 
cope if you became lost?

We should all be OK because we have 
in-built way finding abilities. Prehistoric 
man, hunter gatherers survived because as 
a group they had a strong sense of where 
they were. They were connected with their 
surroundings. Are we? One could argue 
that many of the day to day issues we 
face in society, our anxieties and stress are 
rooted in a lack of awareness of not just 
who we are, but were we are and how we 
relate to the spaces around us. 

Most of us don’t challenge the notion 
of where we are. What we do and how we 

do it is largely accepted because society 
has given us a framework to operate 
within. We work indoors mainly. We 
perform a task in exchange for which we 
are given something of value – which we 
exchange for food, goods and services. But 
humans are not hot-wired for this. 

It is unlikely that as a species we are all 
going to be able to regress in some form 
of mass therapy session to become more 
in touch with our inner caveman or cave 
woman. But a better understanding of the 
instincts still inside of us that drove man 
to evolve might help us to cope better 
with what we deal with when we are at 
work, at home and at play. 

Let’s take one key factor that almost 
all of us overlook everyday: how we orient 
ourselves in our sense of space or place, 
our position in relation to unfamiliar 
surroundings. How do we find our way? 

Think about your sense of direction. 
Many of us claim to have a good one – 
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cloistered life
A former 17th Century monastery in Paderborn, Germany 
has found a new lease of life as the offices for a family run 
crafts firm. Designed by David Chipperfield Architects, 
Berlin, the new headquarters of Tap Holding retain the 
cloistered feel of a building that has endured a long and 
varied history, including as a hospital since 1841. Severely 
damaged during the War and abandoned in 2013, the 
building now opens its next chapter.   

Viewfinder
VIEWFINDER
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Sense making

Singapore is the 
world’s smartest  
city according to the 
latest IMD Smart 
Cities Index

The growing number of 
sensors in our surroundings 
has the potential to transform 
the way we live
WORDS – CEDRIK NEIKE, BOARD MEMBER, SIEMENS

he coronavirus pandemic is 
a new experience for every 
one of us. It has changed 
life as we know it – at work, 

at home and for public interactions. As 
some countries start to ease restrictions 
on public life, how can we go back to 
‘normal’ while still maintaining social 
distancing and feeling safe? How do 

we manage crowded public spaces 
like shopping malls, cinemas and 
restaurants? How do we optimize 
safety in our offices and factories? More 
importantly, how do we avoid shutting 
down entire cities and countries when 
the next pandemic hits?

While the crisis raises many 
questions, it also forces us to reflect on 
how our cities can be more human-
centric and resilient in the face of 
unforeseeable challenges. Many would 
argue there are very few, if any, human-
centric cities in the world.
Reasons for this include air pollution, 
poor urban planning and traffic 
congestion, to name a few. However, 

despite the chaos of the past months I 
am convinced there’s a silver lining – it 
is in adaptability. It is now clearer than 
ever that the main characteristic of our 
future cities needs to be adaptability. 

The pandemic has given our 
environment a much-needed breather, 
but it hasn’t removed our biggest 
challenges. Our resources are still finite 
and using them efficiently so we can 
live sustainably remains a top priority. 
Today, we have a golden opportunity to 
reassess how technology can be applied 
to tackle the challenges of climate 
change, urbanization and population 
growth. The pandemic is creating a 
paradigm shift: we are on the cusp of a 

leapfrog into a new era of digitalization.
While 99% of city infrastructure 

remains dumb, technologically speaking, 
digitalization can make it more flexible 
and quicker to respond to crises.

Digitalization allows us to create a 
digital, adaptable twin of a city in the 
virtual world. We can test and simulate 
a city’s resiliency to events like natural 
disasters and pandemics. This helps 
us understand how adaptable it is to 
such events and simulate a number of 
responses to activate in the future.

Our goal should be to create cities 
that balance environmental impact 
and economic growth. While natural 
resources continue to dwindle, data is an >

T
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Object
– Aeron Chair

This is an Aeron Chair. Of course, it is. It’s the most successful 
chair in history, based on numbers sold. It gets everywhere. It was 
the chair used for the recent Presidential debates. Specified almost 
without question in such situations. 

It became the chair of choice for the tech firms that bobbed 
around in the dot com bubble of the late 1990s. And so became 
a symbol of the inevitable crash of 2002 as Aerons cluttered the 
pavements and forecourts outside burnt-out tech firms. 

Its appeal was clear to most people by the turn of Millennium 
as firms bought it in vast numbers to signify how much they cared 
about their people, providing them with something so cool and so 
caring for the physical needs.

But it wasn’t always obvious that it would be a success at 
all, never mind a phenomenon.  The author Malcolm 
Gladwell uses the example of the Aeron in his famous 
book Blink to describe how conventional taste can be 
challenged then won over by exceptional design. 

The initial reaction from people when manufacturer 
Herman Miller first showed it to people was to reject 
it, so out of step was it with their tastes and expectations. 
Many assumed it to be some sort of prototype and all the 
elements of its design that they couldn’t reconcile with their 
preconceptions of a chair would be changed before the product 
was launched.

This seems conservative in retrospect but in 1994, the 
Aeron was a sensation and not a little divisive. The design may 
as well have come from another planet, when compared to the 
heavily upholstered and clumsy designs that it sought to (and 
eventually did) displace. 

There was also an element of timeliness in its launch. 
Its arrival not only coincided with the advent of both the 
internet and the miniaturisation of technology, but a new 
generation of management pioneers keen to consider the 
implications of the new technology and workplace cultures they 
enabled. 

Call it luck if you like, but it was most likely synchronicity that 
drove the designers Bill Stumpf and Don Chadwick to create a 
product so perfectly aligned with other transformative forces.   

Because we are now so immersed in technology, we can 
sometimes forget just how young the Internet is. It was only in 
1995 that the final barriers to its full commercial development were 
removed. In 1994, the number of people using it worldwide was 
estimated at around 20 million, there were under 15,000 company 
websites and the UK had one ‘cybercafe’. Even so, there was 
something in the air. A sense that everything was about to 
change – and change spectacularly.

Management writers such as Charles Handy 
were outlining a new world of work in which people 

developed portfolio careers, organisations were formed from 
‘shamrocks’ of freelancers, core staff and part time employees, a 
world in which half the people would work twice as hard. There 
was excited talk about new forms of office design and ways of 
working such as telecommuting and hot desking.

The world that emerged has broadly followed the trajectory 
of these forecasts, even if the details have proved very different 
especially in terms of the pace of change over the past year. It’s a 
testament that the design that was there at the first signs of what 
has come to pass is still going strong.  

A predictable choice for a piece like this perhaps, but what other 
product can make such a claim?  

Helping you work better anywherewww.bisley.com

Belong: to have an affinity for a place or space.
Life may be unpredictable, but you can always 
count on Bisley. We’ve a long history of designing 
exactly the right product for the right time, and 
now more than ever, the workspace is ripe for 
reimagination. Whether you’re at home or in 
the office, Belong by Bisley gives you flexibility 
- with hardworking, savvy solutions that don’t 
compromise on style - so you can thrive, no 
matter your location.
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workandplace.com
A unique high brand value opportunity to  
connect with buyers and influencers in both print and 
digital media worldwide.

feat ures
Online article carries advert in text at least once in 
first or second reading frame.  
PDF file - Ad banner at footer of each page:

$600-1,500 per article, for 2 years, varies depending 
on article.

‘ben to box’

1  Logo on cover to Bento Box
2  Article
3  Video 
4  Podcast
$2,500 per Bento Box for 2 years

web si t e page
Footer banner to Home, About and Blog pages

$250 per month
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Bento Box is designed to maximize engagement around a W&P topic, 
combining on-line and downloadable PDF c3,500-word W&P Journal article 
with a short video author interview and 20-minute ‘on-topic’ podcast. 

4. There is a c.5-minute 
interview with the Author. 
NOTE: Not part of  
basic package and 
requires sponsorship  
pre-production

3. The article is available 
in PDF (A4 format) ready 
for download or sharing. 
PDF has footer banner ad  
to first and last page.

2. The article is available 
on-line – your side  
bar advertisement is 
always visible

1. Sponsor checked and 
explained in podcast
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@InsightOnWork
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Mark Eltringham 
Publisher
mark@workplaceinsight.net
00447970902115
@markeltro

Neil Franklin
News and online editor
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camilla@workplaceinsight.net
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